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Barsch: Landscapes of the Mind: A Portfolio of Paintings by Wulf E. Barsc

landscapes of the mind
A portfolio of paintings by

wulf E barsch

wulfe
wulfE barsch

is a professor of art at brigham young

university he once called his paintings landscapes of the mind
and they are certainly that symbolic archetypal brooding and
strikingly beautiful between 1966 and 1989 he mounted fourteen
solo exhibitions and took part in 144 group exhibitions including
a 1969 solo exhibition at the galerie werkkunstschule hannover
west germany the 1983 thirty eighth corcoran biennial exhibimaseu de
tion of american painting and a 1986 exhibition at the museu
arte modema rio de janeiro brazil his works hang in thirty five
pen
permanent
canent
nanent collections including those at the library of congress
maseu de arte Mo
derna rio de janeiro
modema
washington DC the museu
germany
Gennany he
brazil and the states senate hamburg west gennany
dennany
received the 1975 76 prix de rome in painting from the american
academy in rome italy and had two paintings chosen for the 1986
united states department of state art in embassies program his
works are reproduced in at least thirty four catalogs and books
brigham young university studies is pleased to reproduce six of his
1

paintings in this issue
Barsc hs paintings there is
barsachs
hugh W nibley writes of barschs
nothing trivial contrived clever or cute about them they seem
more like a solemn summing up with something of both suspense
and finality about them
his work has deep sincerity that
demands to be taken seriously strangely enough with all his
moving solemnity I1 find some of his things intensely romantic the
constant dialogue of the poplar and the palm is right out of the most
ancient traditions of romantic poetry whether barsch is aware of it
or not with echoes from the patriarchal romances of genesis the
poplar is the tree of the pioneers marking their farms on all the
Moen copi to the plains
benches and valleys from the red sands of moencopi
of alberta it is becoming rare as business supplants the noble
windbreaks with billboards and the palm evokes the wandering
5322
112
for it is their hope and succor in the desert 132
tribes of israel
NOTES
E frank sanguinetti in the desert
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stranger in a strange land salt lake city paragon
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oil on canvas 60 by 48 inches
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oil on canvas 36 by 72 inches
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oil on canvas 60 by 90 inches
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